Vision and Body Position
in Welding
Objectives:
1. Describe the importance of good posture and body positioning when welding
2. Identify visual problems while welding and discuss ways to improve welding vision

Terms:
None
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Introduction
It is an accepted fact that a poor batting stance can negatively impact a ballplayer’s
swing. Even though each player’s stance is unique, there are several crucial
elements that generally lead to batting success. For example, a batter should stand
with his feet wider than his shoulders and square to home plate. This allows for
better balance and weight distribution and gives the batter a clear look at the
ball. Similarly, wrestlers also need to be aware of their stance in order to defend
themselves from their opponent’s moves. The best grapplers stand somewhat
hunched, with their legs about shoulder-width apart, arms bent and hands ready
to seize their foe. Like athletes, welders must be aware of several key elements in
their welding stance. These include unimpeded vision, an appropriate and stable
body position and a properly supported weld. Seasoned welders don’t typically
require ideal body positioning or bracing to produce superior welds, but these are
essential for beginners to create high quality welds.

Importance of Vision
Vision is critical to making good welds. Ask anyone who must wear glasses in
order to read. Eye fatigue from bad sight lines can strain eyes, leading to poor
welds, headaches and added fatigue. Being able to see a weld is the first step in
making a sound weld. If you cannot see, you are only guessing, and if you are
guessing, you are not really welding at a professional level. Learning to position
yourself to see the weld, as shown in Figures 1 and 2, takes practice like anything
else. As your welding experience develops, so will your ability to position your
head to see the weld. Eye fatigue alone can greatly increase end-of-the-day fatigue.
Eye stress is very depleting for a welder and must be addressed. You have to be
able to see, as shown in Figures 3 and 4 on page 3.

Figure 1. Arrow Shows Line of Sight.
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Figure 2. Arrow Shows Line of Sight.
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Figure 3. Welder's View of SMAW Weld

Figure 4. Welder's View of GMAW Weld

There are many different strengths of shade lenses and recommendations
regarding which shade should be used with a particular process. Most lens shade
recommendations are based on the amperage ranges being used with the welding
process. If the amperage is higher, the arc is brighter; therefore, the welder needs
to use a darker shade lens. With this in mind, everyone’s eyes are different. Use
the recommendations, but if the shade lens is too dark and you cannot see the
weld, adjust to the next lighter shade so that you can see efficiently but still have
adequate protection.
For people who wear glasses, welding can be tricky. If you wear glasses under the
welding hood, they can become cumbersome and create vision blocks. Sweat can
drop into glasses, creating poor vision and making it very hard to see the weld.
There are auxiliary magnification lenses that can be attached to the inside of the
welding hood to magnify the weld pool and make seeing it much easier. Sometimes
these lenses are beneficial even if you do not wear glasses. Magnifying the weld pool
with these special lenses can greatly increase the welder’s ability to see what they
are doing in order to produce excellent welds.
Even when wearing a helmet, safety glasses with side shields, or goggles, should
always be worn to protect your eyes from flying particles.

Head and Body Positioning
Head position, body position and comfort allow the welder better range of motion
and less muscle usage, which, in turn, increases the ability to make better welds.
All sports players have a particular stance that allows them to perform their duties
better: the same is true with welders. More importantly, good body position and
comfort will increase your ability to weld for longer periods of time with less effort
and less end-of-the-day fatigue.
Each welder develops his or her own welding stance. Stance includes good posture,
feet at shoulder width, even weight distribution and preparing to weld (Figure 5
on page 4). A welder can practice arm bracing in many ways, including the use
of a temporary clamp to brace the arm or body against. It is much harder to weld
without bracing yourself and being comfortable. As your skill level increases, your
need for bracing can decrease, but all professional welders often use a steady rest of
some sort.
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Figure 5. Ideal Body Positioning
Many instructors teach one-handed welding because they have seen a professional
pipeline welder perform one-handed or have seen a picture of it. The person in the
picture is a professional welder with many years of experience. One-handed welding
is not the best practice for someone at the beginning of his or her career. Take
small steps, master the technique, then move to more difficult methods. Students
will learn faster and should develop confidence before attempting more difficult
methods.
Finding a good body position and positioning your head correctly will increase your
vision of the weld. This promotes less fatigue and reduces the amount of fumes the
welder is exposed to. Even with a ventilation apparatus, learning to position your
head out of the weld fume plume is very important. When welders cannot learn to
keep their head out of the plume, they greatly increase their exposure to smoke,
chemicals and carcinogens. Head and body positioning allows a welder to work
longer hours with less effort, to be more productive and to avoid end-of-the-day
fatigue. Learning to reduce stress on the back, arms, neck and eyes makes welding
easier.
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Posture and Bracing
Good posture and learning to brace yourself are critical for making good welds,
especially at the beginning of your welding career. As your skills develop, the need
for bracing and posture is not as important because you compensate with your
skill level. Not everything has to be perfect when you have a high skill level, but for
beginners posture and bracing are crucial.
Good posture consists of comfort, weight distribution between the feet, a widened
stance to create stability and finding a way to stay comfortable and relaxed. If
you weld all day bent over, your back will hurt. Sometimes these positions are
unavoidable, but good body positioning can help. Good body positioning creates
different bracing possibilities. Bracing yourself happens in many different ways.
This is something welders have to develop on their own. There is always a way
to help steady the hand with the electrode holder. The elbow of the arm without
the electrode holder should always be rested on something and pointing up in
the air. This hand is used to steady the other hand. Use a clamp to create a steady
rest or tack weld a bar onto the workpiece to create a steady rest. Bracing requires
creativity, and everyone does it differently. It is learned through practice and
experience.

Range of Motion
Range of motion is the welder’s ability to weld a long distance and maintain
comfort. Sometimes welders begin a weld in good comfort but after 4 or 5 in. (101.6
mm or 127 mm) become uncomfortable. Their arms begin to lock up, and smooth
movement is hindered. This leads to more fatigue. Moving the coupon or finding
better body positioning will help increase your range of motion. This enables you
to weld longer with more consistency and with less effort. Good range of motion is
developed through experience. Vision, positioning, and good posture all contribute
to increasing a welder’s range of motion.

Conclusion
Like successful athletes, successful welders need to be aware of their body
positioning. While stance for experienced welders is often an individual choice,
a welder’s head placement, posture, range of motion, eyesight, bracing and body
position all will affect weld quality and efficiency. Novice welders will quickly learn
to manipulate their stance to decrease visual and physical fatigue and to create the
best possible weld.
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Vision and Body Position in Welding
Course:

Principles of Welding

Objective(s):
1. Describe the importance of good posture and body positioning when welding
2. Identify visual problems while welding and discuss ways to improve welding vision

Resources:
Handouts
AQ1: Vision and Body Position in Welding Student
Assessment
Welding Lab Materials
VRTEX®
Reference Materials
LP1: Vision and Body Position in Welding
SR1: Vision and Body Position in Welding
Student Reference
PPT1: Vision and Body Position in Welding

Lincoln Electric® Educational Resources; available
at lincolnelectric.com/education
Lincoln Electric Arc Welding Safety
brochure (E205)

Terms:
None

Situation:
The purpose of this lesson is to explain to the student the critical nature of good eyesight and good body
positioning while welding. Good body positioning will greatly reduce fatigue when welding for long periods
of time. Good sight lines will help reduce eye muscle fatigue and create better welds. Learning how to
brace yourself and use steady rests will increase the speed of the learning process, build confidence in the
student and make a better weld.

Interest Approach (Motivation):
Ask the students to think about their favorite sport and demonstrate the stance each athlete takes when
preparing to engage. Discuss why an athlete’s stance is important and how it relates to their welding
stance. Proper weight distribution, stance and comfort will allow you to produce better welds. Body
position is dependent on the dominant hand. Left-handed baseball hitters have a different stance. Better
positioning will allow you to weld longer and reduce overall end of the day fatigue.
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Instructional
Directions/Materials

Content Outline, Instructional Procedures
and/or Key Questions

Recommend student-inquiry
method of instruction,
including guided discussion,
readings, and demonstrationperformance.
Use examples, real examples of
welds, projects, tools, supplies.
Keep it simple. The best
instructors are able to clearly
describe processes using basic
terms, simple explanations and
lots of applied examples.
Distribute a copy of SR1: Vision
and Body Position in Welding
Student Reference and provide
5 minutes for reading and
review.
Supervised reading
with questioning—
Following reading, probe
student thinking to determine
the extent of student knowledge
on the topic. Encourage
students to analyze concepts
and increase comprehension.
Begin every lesson with a short
review of previous learning—
daily reviews strengthen
previous learning and lead to
fluent recall.

Use the lines below to list previous material for review.
•
•
•
•
•

PPT1: Vision and Body Position
in Welding
Show slide #2: Review.
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Instructional
Directions/Materials

Content Outline, Instructional Procedures
and/or Key Questions
Objectives:
1. Describe the importance of good posture and body positioning
when welding

PPT1: Vision and Body Position
in Welding

2. Identify visual problems while welding and discuss ways to
improve welding vision.

Show slide #3: Objectives.
Safety Practices

Identify and discuss safety concerns for the lesson
Sight Lines
Effects of improper sight lines

PPT1: Vision and Body Position
in Welding

•

Eye fatigue from bad sight lines can strain the eyes.
»»

Show slides #4-6.

Explain to students that good
vision is one of the most critical
components of making a good
weld. Ask if anyone wears
glasses to read.

Use the VRTEX to demonstrate
the importance of proper
sight. Use the helmet view
projected on the screen in front
of the class to demonstrate to
students.

This is the same as someone who needs glasses but does
not wear them.

•

Poor vision negatively impacts the ability to make quality welds.

•

Poor vision can cause headaches due to eyestrain.

You must be able to see the weld pool in order to control it.
•

Good sight lines change with the position of the weld coupon.

•

Position the weld for the best sight lines possible.

•

Describe the use of magnification lenses.
»»

Magnifying lens are available in a range of strengths,
called diopter

»»

+1.00, +1.25, +1.50, +1.75, through +3.00

Ask a student come to the front
of the room for a demonstration.
Weld with the VRTEX using both
poor positioning and
optimal positioning.
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Instructional
Directions/Materials

Content Outline, Instructional Procedures
and/or Key Questions
Weld Coupon Positioning
•

For beginners, the height of the coupon is important for
good vision.

PPT1: Vision and Body Position
in Welding

•

Correctly positioning the weld can decrease visual and
physical fatigue.

Show slides #7-10.

•

Eye level welds create visual obstructions and unnecessary
physical strain of the arm, shoulder and neck muscles.

•

Weld can be positioned too high.

•

Weld can be positioned too low.

•

Muscle fatigue leads to shaky welds.

•

Weld position can increase comfort and sight.

•

Different welding positions will determine coupon placement.

•

Position weld for vision, muscle efficiency, and comfort.

•

Proper weld position will increase the range of motion.

Use the VRTEX® to show a weld
coupon example and position
the weld directly in front of the
student’s face (eye level) in
2F position.
With the weld at eye level,
simulate making the weld and
show how your glove and
electrode holder can
impede vision.
Move the coupon flat to
horizontal to vertical to
overhead and demonstrate
different ways to acquire sight
lines and comfort.
Use a 2F weld placed in front of
you. Demonstrate how moving
the weld to the left or the right
changes your ability to move
easily across the joint without
arms binding up.
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Instructional
Directions/Materials

Content Outline, Instructional Procedures
and/or Key Questions
Problems associated with the weld joint being positioned too high:
•

This requires muscle use of the arms, shoulder and neck.

•

Cannot properly see the weld joint

•

May have to stand on unstable objects to reach weld joint

Problems associated with the weld joint being positioned too low:
•

Puts undue strain on back

•

Causes the welder to rush welding the joint

•

Can lead to weld failure do to poor welding technique

Body Positioning

PPT1: Vision and Body Position
in Welding
Show slides #11-13.

•

The welder’s stance is similar to an athlete’s.

•

Foot positioning is needed for good weight distribution.
Shoulder width apart is a good starting point.

•

Good posture with a straight back will reduce fatigue.

Body Positioning Tips
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•

Bracing is required for consistent welds, especially for
beginners.

•

Positioning is determined by the dominant hand
(right versus left).

•

The non-dominant arm is use to steady the dominant arm with
the electrode holder.

•

When welding vertical joints, bracing the elbow of the nondominant arm slightly higher than the shoulder creates a
steady rest.

•

Temporary rests can be created to make out-of-position welds.

•

Steadiness is critical for making good welds.

•

Experience and technique development can reduce body
position requirements. When learning, body position is very
important.
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Instructional
Directions/Materials

Content Outline, Instructional Procedures
and/or Key Questions

Ask for a volunteer to
demonstrate stance.
Have the volunteer stand with
feet tightly together and lightly
push the shoulder. The student
will step back.
Next, have the same student put
one foot in front of the other at
shoulder width and slightly push
the student.
Ask students why weight
distribution is important.
Demonstrate this by simulating
a weld with the elbow used as a
steady rest.
Use a C-clamp, bar clamp,
vise grips or even temporarily
tack a piece of material to the
positioner to create a
steady rest.
Explain that seasoned welders
often do not require good
positioning or bracing because
they have a great deal of
experience. When learning,
however, these things
are critical.
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Instructional
Directions/Materials

Content Outline, Instructional Procedures
and/or Key Questions
Vision and Body Position Formative Assessment

Teaching Tip: Begin with simpler
scenarios; work up to more
complex situations.

•

Students will need a half-sheet of paper for this activity.

•

Give students a welding scenario in which they might find
themselves. Ask students to identify how to use line of vision,
head and body posture, bracing and range of motion to create a
good weld.

•

After writing their response on the paper, students should
stand.

•

Once all students are standing, randomly call on a student
to share his/her ideas. Students should check off any items
expressed by other students and sit when all their ideas have
been shared, even if they were not the ones to state them.

•

When all students are seated, give another scenario and repeat
the process.

Math and Science:

STEM Connection

This lesson is an opportunity to explore optics. Students are
encouraged to develop a poster board showing the relationships of
physics, optics and math used in optometry.
In the welding lab, students will practice making a weld, first using
ideal body position and then with challenges such as poor sight lines,
out-of-position posture, and the like.

Application/Activity

Supplemental Resources
(Taking It Further)
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•

Move the coupon up and down in height. Put it 10 in. (25.4
mm) from the floor and watch how the students adjust body
position.

•

Give the students ideas how to get comfortable in weird
positions and use some sort of steady rest.
»»

Once they become comfortable, change it up.

»»

As they build confidence, create more difficult situations.

»»

Use an online eye chart to screen vision problems. Refer
to a qualified optometrist for problems.
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Instructional
Directions/Materials
Closure/Summary

Content Outline, Instructional Procedures
and/or Key Questions
•

Revisit the reasons why good body position, vision and
weld placement is more critical for the beginner than the
professional.

•

At the close of the lesson, engage students in a review of
essential information to improve their welding skills.

•

Ask students to describe and defend eye sight, head and
body posture, line of sight, PPE, AWS shade and magnification
numbers. Ask students to describe ways to increase range of
motion
when welding.
»»

Vision is critical to weld.

»»

Weld coupon position manipulation can make the work
much easier.

»»

Body position can greatly affect the weld in a good
or bad way.

•

Have the students demonstrate proper positioning while
welding on the VRTEX simulator. Make sure to correct improper
techniques quickly.

•

Alternative to VRTEX: Set up a temporary welding table in
the classroom. Have students stand at the welding table and
demonstrate proper positioning to make the weld. Make sure
to have welding electrode clamps or GMAW welding guns
available for this activity.

Assessment Key
1. True

Summative Assessment:
Hand out AQ1 and read over the
directions with the students.

2. True
3. True
4. False
5. False
6. True
7. True
8. True
9. True
10. True
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Instructional
Directions/Materials

Content Outline, Instructional Procedures
and/or Key Questions
Assessment Key Cont'd.
11. True
12. True
13. False
14. False
15. True
16. B–More consistent welds
17. B–More consistent welds
18. D–All of above
19. D–None of the above
20. A–Range of motion
21. B–The amperage setting
22. D–All of the above
23. A–Keep the head away from the weld plume
24. B–It is not necessary to wear safety glasses under a
welding helmet
25. D–All of the above
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Vision and Body Position
Assessment
Name:

Date:

True or False
Directions: Choose True if the statement is correct. Choose False if the statement is incorrect.
1. Proper body position while welding can greatly reduce end-of-the-day fatigue.
True

False

2. Being comfortable allows the welder to move more consistently.
True

False

3. Often, repositioning the weld coupon can increase sight lines.
True

False

4. Head position is not important as long as the face shield is clean.
True

False

5. Arm bracing is not necessary if the weld is in the vertical position.
True

False

6. A comfortable body position will allow the welder to weld longer with less effort.
True

False

7. Muscle fatigue can lead to shaking, which can lead to flaws in the weld.
True

False

8. Creating good sight lines is one of the most critical components of making a weld.
True

False

9. Making “dry runs” is a great way to test body positioning and practice comfort.
True

False

10. Good posture, good body position and good sight lines will increase the welder’s overall ability to
perform quality welds.
True

False

11. Body position improves sight lines.
True

POW-VISIONBODYPOSITION: AQ
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Vision and Body Position
Assessment
True or False
Directions: Choose True if the statement is correct. Choose False if the statement is incorrect.
12. If you wear glasses to read, you need glasses to weld.
True

False

13. Fatigue can be reduced with a machine setting.
True

False

14. Dominant hand is the one closest to the weld joint.
True

False

15. Weld quality is negatively affected by operator fatigue.
True

False

Multiple Choice
Directions: Choose the letter of the best answer.
16. Using bracing while welding results in:
A. Increased fatigue

B. More consistent welds

C. Extra strain on operator

D. Obstacles in sight line

17. Weight distribution and a good stance result in:
A. Increased fatigue

B. More consistent welds

C. Extra strain on operator

D. Obstacles in sight line

18. What increases the quality of the weld?
A. Decreased operator fatigue

B. Improving sight line

C. Using PPE

D. All of above

19. What is the weld fume plume?
A. The air stream from the puddle to the
pick-up hood

B. Fumes that curl around the tip of the electrode

C. The smoke that escapes the ventilation fan

D. None of the above

20. The distance that you are able to weld in a comfortable position before muscle stress is called:
A. Range of motion

B. Fatigue

C. Steady rest

D. Comfort zone
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Vision and Body Position
Assessment
Multiple Choice
Directions: Choose the letter of the best answer.
21. The primary factor in selecting the correct shade lens for a helmet is:
A. The welding process

B. The amperage setting

C. The amount of natural lighting

D. All of the above

22. End-of-the-day fatigue can be increased by:
A. Eye stress

B. Poor posture

C. Uncomfortable body positioning

D. All of the above

23. When establishing a good sight line for welding, it is important to:
A. Keep the head away from the weld plume

B. See where you are standing

C. Not see another welder’s arc while you are
welding

D. All of the above

24. Which of the following statement is not true regarding eyewear/eye protection while welding?
A. Prescription glasses shouldn’t be worn
while welding

B. It is not necessary to wear safety glasses
under a welding helmet

C. Magnification lenses can be added to the
lens of the helmet

D. The helmet filter plate should be selected for
the welding being done at that time

25. A beginner to welding will develop their welding skills more quickly if they:
A. Are relaxed while welding

B. Use both hands whenever possible

C. “Steady” themselves while welding

D. All of the above
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